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TIME, SPACE, MASS, MATTER, VELOCITY AND 

KINETIC ENERGY 
 
 The universe goes through a regular cycle of 29 phases around a fixed point C, the center of the 

universe. The energy neutral universe cycle needs a very long period of (2.5 ± 0.5) × 1012 years. 

 Due to the deflection of light and particles these radiations propagate in spiral sized paths in the 

universe. Because of that spiral orbits within the universe-sphere-shell, the universe is 6 to 10 times 

smaller than we observe and thought it measures. 

 The universe cycle happens within a spherical outer space of ‘only’ (3.0 ± 0.5) × 109 light years around 

the fixed center C of the universe instead of within the 'measured' minimum distance of 13.8 × 109 light 

years in the seemingly infinite universe. 

 In document G7 the 29 phases in the cycle have been described exactly, based on the 12 basic 

parameters of the universe. With these variables of each phase can be made a mathematical model and 

so a model of the universe as a whole. 

 Each universe cycle starts with a super cold ‘Little Bang’ and ends with it. 

 This Little Bang and the center C of the universe are both the starting point and the end point of the 

universe-clock-time and space of the universe. The universe forbids science to select other starting 

points of time and another origin of space than C and moment of this Little Bang. 

 Always time and space depend on C and / or the other 10 basic parameters of the universe! The space 

of the universe is linked to: a) kinetic energy, b) velocity, c) impulse, d) position of mass and matter 

compared to C and e) gravitation. 

 For every moment in that cycle both the current cycle universe-clock-time relative to the Little Bang 

and the space compared to C can be derived in relation to the other 10 basic parameters by modeling 

the universe cycle. 

 The universe clock-time is an autonomous phenomenon. This time is a phenomenon without mass and 

any energy. That is why the universe-clock-time and the absolute time spreads out with an infinitely 

high speed spherically symmetrically around C. Considered from any other point in the universe time 

is relative. 

 Therefore always all points within the universe have exactly the same universe-clock-time, relative to C 

and relative to each other mutually. Anywhere the universe-clock-time is the same as in C. 

Within the universe cycle nowhere in the universe time differences exist. 

 Time is a cyclical phenomenon and spread from C spherically with a clear beginning and end, linked 

to the universe cycle. The universe clock-time is minimal and zero at the beginning of the universe 

cycle and is maximal at the end of each cycle of universe. At the next cycle, the universe-clock-time 

starts at t = 0. 

 The universe-clock-time of C is a measure of the progress of the completion of the universe cycle. 

 Space is the distance between mass (radiation) or matter (protons, electrons and atoms) relative to the 

center C of the universe-sphere-shell. 

The universe-clock-time and the universe model indicate how much time was needed in order to reach 

that location in the universe-sphere-shell for mass and matter. In addition, account should be taken of 

the deflection and spiral paths of all electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation is the universe 

and the spiral orbits of all forms of radiation. For gravitational only purely rectilinear orbits apply. 

 Space is cyclical; space is minimal at the beginning and the end of the universe cycle and reaches a 

maximum expansion during the universe cycle. 
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    *) Thanks to the comments of Franklin Roos and his translation, 
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***) Copyright 
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* 1 INTRODUCTION: 

 

-) The universe and the universe cycle have been based on 9 universe laws (document G4) and 12 basic  

    parameters (document G3): 

In document G7 and document G8 (figures) the author of the universe cycle derived it consists of 29 separate 

phases. That universe cycle is completed within the nine preconditions or universe laws defined in document 

G4. See www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  

 
The chemical steps and the nuclear physical steps in this universe cycle happen in a time frame of seconds or 

less up to several days. In contrast the physical phases last extremely long and can need up to tens of billions of 

years. The special feature of gravity ensures that each cycle of the universe with its 29 phases passes in a 

completely energy-neutral way. 

 

After the 29 phases in a cycle time of (2.5 ± 0.5) × 1012 years the universe starts again with completion of a new 

cycle which is exactly similar to the last cycle and all previous cycles. That universe cycle is completed within a 

physical space of ‘only’ (3.0 ± 0.5) × 109 light years around the center C of the universe. 

 

At the end of phase 29, directly adjoining the first phase of the next universe cycle begins with exactly: a) the 

same number of protons and electrons, and b) exactly the same amount of kinetic energy just as in the last cycle. 
Each cycle is an almost perfect copy of all previous cycles and this also provides a preview of all future cycles of 

the universe. 

 

Each phase of the universe cycle can be described on the basis of 12 basic parameters; see document G3. Each 

transition from any phase in the universe cycle to its next one has been based on the general minimal/maximal 

one principle (min/max 1); document F1f & figures. Each transition to a next phase is in principle based on one 

single physical change, a nuclear physical or chemical one. 

Every phase of the universe cycle and transition to the next phase is therefore to summarize in a relatively simple 

physics, nuclear physics or chemical model with attention for energy! Always this integral model is based on the 

same 12 basic parameters of the universe: 1) mass, 2) matter, 3) radiation, 4) momentum and angular 

momentum, 5) elementary forces on matter (charge and spin with the other physical and chemical forces), 6) 
kinds of speed and kinds of energy, 7 ) gravity and gravity-energy, 8) space since the Little Bang or at the place 

of matter compared to C, 9) the thickness of the universe-sphere-shell, 10) universe-clock-time, 11) temperature 

and 12), the amount of deflection of (particle) radiation in the universe. 

With each cycle of the universe 1) time and 2) space have been linked to the other 10 parameters. So never they 

can be considered apart from these other variables. See further document G3. 

 

-) An integral mathematical model of the universe can be composed: 

Because of these endless repeating, ever being energy-neutral universe cycle, the sum of all changes of energy 

during the 29 phases equals to zero. That is why all 29 phases of the universe cycle join in one big physical / 

chemical / nuclear physics and energetic universe model. The author starts in 2015 organizing that model. 

 

On the basis of such detailed mathematical model of the universe for each of the 29 phases, the 12 parameters 
can be derived quantitatively and thus also for the universe as a whole cycle. Only then can be determined: 

a) the duration of one cycle, 

b) how much mass and or matter in the universe is present in the form of protons and electrons, 

c) how much kinetic energy the universe cycle based on and 

d) how space cycle takes place, 

Each phase of the universe cycle can be filled quantitatively in detail. 

 

Thanks to this universe model astrophysicists can discover approximately: 

- ) at which time we are at present compared to the Little Bang, 

- ) how far away we are from the center C of the universe, 

- ) so where exactly we find ourselves in this universe cycle now. 
- ) when is reached the maximum expansion of the universe and the contraction of the universe starts (again). 

- ) the moment of the next Little Bang. 

 

- ) Always take into consideration all 12 basic parameters: 

By theoretical considerations it is not allowed to consider only some variables of the twelve basic parameters of 

document G3 to make new conclusions. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Einstein violated this ‘law’. He did not take into his considerations all the 12 basic parameters of the universe. It 

has disastrous consequences for the sustainability of general and special theory of relativity.  

In document G5 seven basic mistakes emerged in the premises of the theory of relativity. Due to these errors, 

the theory of relativity is now unsustainable.  

Within the sciences 'limited views' happen on a large scale and it leads to errors as well. 

 

* 2) PROBLEM: 

 

- ) Early 20th century much was still unknown; actually the theory of relativity was born much too early: 
Through the general and special relativity theory, early 20th century, Einstein gave his own narrow interpretation 

to the concepts of time and space in relation to gravity, mass and (kinetic) energy. The other parameters of the 

universe have not been taken in Einstein's account. 

 

At the beginning of the 20th century science offered Einstein only a very limited field of vision. He introduced 

his special and general relativity during the period when almost nothing or little was known about: 

1) the start of the current universe, 

2) the structure of the universe, 
3) the essential distinction between mass and matter, 

4) the structure of the atom, 

5) the origin of physical and chemical forces of the atom, 

6) the origin of gravity and gravity-energy, 

7) the presence and structure of black-hole, its atoms and 

8) the source of kinetic energy in the universe. 

 

Early 20th century it would have been extremely curious when Einstein could give correct interpretations 

through his theory of relativity the concepts of: 1) time, 2) space, 3) mass 4) matter, 5), kinetic energy, 6) speed 

7) gravitation, and that, without taking account of the cycle, which happens to the universe as a whole. The 

derivation of the theory of relativity came a century too early. 

 

-) In 2015 relativity is still the cornerstone of exact science: 

Insights about time and space are better filled due to space research. It is still unknown what gravity and time 

generate. That insight is required to the universe and to understand the movements of celestial bodies inside. The 

author has derived the essence of gravity in document E3 and E3-1 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . In document E3 

Franklin Roos derived (new) gravitational formulas. It results in much more gravity, mass / matter and energy in 

the universe than currently calculated. See figure 36 G8. 

 

Despite the increased knowledge Einstein's visions applies still unchanged as a basic principle in science. They 

are even the supreme cornerstones of the foundation. In 2015 relativity still stands firmly and unwavering afloat 

despite all attempts to undermine this theory. 

 

-) The universe cycle contradicts relativity; fundamental errors in the principles of this theory: 

In this document the author examines Einstein's understanding of space, time and relativity in relation to energy-

neutral arranged cycle derived entirely by the author in document G7. That universe cycle repeats itself 

endlessly in almost exactly the same way. 

 

Examined from the universe cycle some basic errors prove to be present in Einstein’s principles: 

1) the definition of the physical concepts of mass and matter; 

2) defining the elementary forces and other physical and chemical forces; 

3) gravity is not linked to mass directly but indirectly generated by the 'shell-electrons’ of atoms in interaction 

with the speed of atoms in the universe; 

4) mass cannot turn into energy! However only during annihilation matter and antimatter can change into 

energy. Then only rotational energy is released but mass is not converted into energy! See document F1c; 
5) time begins with the Little Bang and space starts from the center C of the universe. This also applies to 

theoretical reflections, 

6) It is not allowed to choose freely the location of the observation and zero point of time.  

 

Defining the principles of relativity Einstein made some huge mistakes developing his theory. See document 

G5. He gave false interpretations to fundamental concepts such as time and space, gravity, mass and matter. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Furthermore, he underestimated seriously the essence of the place of observation and its fixation in C, the center 

of the universe. 

This also applies to the origin of time and the speed of time and the origin of space. Einstein's views on concepts 

of time and space must be fundamentally revised and re-defined. 

 

Einstein's formula E = mc2 applies only to annihilation of matter and antimatter of equivalent particles and 

quantitatively it applies only for m = matter with antimatter. His famous formula E = mc2 does not apply for  

m = mass because the mass of matter in itself is absolutely indestructible! Just because of this basic error special 

and general relativity are not any longer tenable. 
 

In document G5 seven errors have been examined being so severe that relativity and the related Big Bang 

theory must be rejected fundamentally. In 2015 the author encounters the problem that almost all science 

professors firmly believe that both theories are correct. They embrace them. 

 

Fundamentally erroneous theories of relativity and Big Bang assert science in a massive stranglehold. Now 

relativity is a great blockade that stops the development of theoretical science and research. How to get rid of 

relativity is in fact one of the biggest problems in science. Unfortunately for the author and the people who 

recognize it! 

 

Although the author rejects completely and structurally Einstein's basic ideas he wants to call into question the 
important contribution that Einstein made in the development of scientific thinking and introduction of new 

ideas. Very annoying is that these insights prove to be incorrect only a century later still. Decades of research 

and results should be reconsidered. 

 

 

* 3) NEED TO FURTHER DEVELOPING AND DEFINING BASICS: 

In recent decades space travel and science have undergone a huge development. A range of technical equipment 

and technological features has been developed. The relativity polarizes the results of aerospace, astrophysics and 

particle physics. That resulted in erroneous interpretations with in the end wrong conclusions in scientific 

research. 

 
Despite all the scientific efforts and progress the author proved himself to be forced to elaborate some basic 

concepts. See the documents under F1a- F1e.  

 

In documents E3 and E3-1 (gravity) the essence of gravity has been distracted and Newton’s gravitational 

formulas have been adapted fundamentally by Franklin Roos. 

 

*4) ANALYSIS OF TIME AND SPACE IN RELATIVITY: 

Today relativity shows space-time as conical shape with moving axis. Anyone is free to choose his / her starting 

points of time and space. This creates an infinitely large collection of all the same type of space-time cones 

which results in lattices with an equal space with perpendicular lines thereon, lines and surfaces with ‘iso-times’. 
Such space-time constructions always have a curved shape. This science and the theory of relativity explain the 

curvature of space-time. 

 

Is that allowed? May we choose ourselves the starting point of time and space anywhere in the universe just like 

that and even then at and from different places? Not at all! This is not allowed! 

 

Science reasons from a superhot and explosive Big Bang. In the view of the author all galaxies started with such 

a Big Bang that occurred some (20 - 25) × 109 years ago. The start of the universe was approximately 20 × 109 

years earlier. That start with the Little Bang was a super cold one, near zero kelvin, and much less explosive. 

This Little Bang occurred (40 - 45) × 109 years ago. In due course the universe has to be stipulated exactly one 

start point of: 

- time, the moment of the start of the Little Bang, 
- space being the location of the center C of the universe, the origin. 

 

With the Little Bang launch from C simultaneously: 1) time, 2) space, 3) a universal equal movement of mass 

and matter, and 4) a uniform distribution of kinetic energy. The origins of time and space are fixed and defined 

both exactly eventually! In any theoretical consideration one has not the freedom to choose any other origins 

than the two ones mentioned. 
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We do not know exactly where C is or at what time the universe has gone just started. Both can be solved 

quantitatively through the mathematical modeling of the 29 phases of the universe cycle which the author has 

described in documents G7 and G8 (figures). 

Not knowing the exact location of C and how long ago Little Bang happened does not give the scientists a 

license for a free choice of origins. (In relativity it is allowed however.) 

 

-) Even Einstein chose his own origin: 

During deriving Einstein's theory of relativity chose his own origins of space and time, and he even displaced 
them. He violated the prohibition with these translations in space and time. Furthermore, he has chosen his own 

starting time. That was not permitted as well. 

 

Deriving the theory of relativity, Einstein was not aware that the origins of time and space precisely fixed to C 

and the Big Bang, now the Little Bang. He could not realize what would be the consequences if one deviate from 

those principles. Actually Einstein created his own relativity. 

 

-) Time moves from C with an infinite speed: 

Einstein did not realize that the universe-clock-time is continuously generated from a single point in the 

universe, namely the center C. The phenomenon of time is 100% without mass and kinetic energy. As it is with 

gravity. 
Because of that massless character the phenomenon of time itself moves from all sides C with infinite high speed 

through the universe. Therefore for all places of the universe always applies exactly the same universe-clock-

time as in C itself. (Gravity is different: it is emitted from each atom in the universe.) 

 

Einstein assumed that the speed of light was the upper limit for time, light and matter. That's true for mass, 

photons and matter but that does not apply to time and gravity. Time and gravity move with infinite speeds. 

 

 

* 5) ESSENCES of the UNIVERSE CYCLE and thus of TIME AND SPACE: 

 

-) Prior period from the Little Bang: 
Time and space are linked to the universe cycle. Because of that link, the author considers it necessary to treat 

this cycle at a glance. The entire cycle is contained in document G7 and figures in document G8. 

 

The universe started with the Little Bang which was settled super cold at 0 kelvin! To date, the universe passed a 

very turbulent period of 23 phases and now we are already in phase 23 of the 29 ones. That previous turbulent 

period resulted in (4 - 20) × 109 galaxies, each with (100 - 200) × 109 stars, adjusted for double counting. All 

galaxies display a form of spiral arms in a rotating disc around a large central black hole that is present in the 

middle of every galaxy. 

 

All matter in those galaxies is universe wide coercively built up with the elements of the periodic table. See 

document F1d. 
To build black-hole matter and the definition of the critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra), see document F1e. 
 

-) Current situation: 

Now we find ourselves (40 - 45) × 109 years after the last Little Bang and universe-sphere-shell was removed 

(2.3 ± 0.5) × 109 light years from C. This is considerably less than the observed 13.8 × 109 light years. The 

universe being much smaller is caused by all forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation being 

electrical dipoles and magnetically quadrupoles.  

As a result, these forms of radiation are deflected by electrical fields of stars, galaxies and magnetic ones and the 

present minute concentrations of hydrogen and helium gas in the interstellar space and only hydrogen in the 

intergalactic space. See figures 75 and 76 a-d G8. 

Therefore all forms of radiation do not move any more in pure straight lines but in gigantic spiral paths within 

the universe-sphere-shell which has a thickness of only a few light years! Photons cannot escape from that 
universe-sphere-shell. The universe is a complete closed system for mass / matter and kinetic energy. 

 

Because of this spiral orbits the universe is a net factor 6 to10 times smaller than is measured with the Hubble! 

That furthest light indeed moved 13.8 × 109 years but the net linear displacement is only (2.3±0.5) × 109 years.  

See figures 76 a-d G8. 
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In addition, in the meantime, all infrared and light photons are reformed into protons, electrons, and finally into 

hydrogen. See documents F1a 2014, F1b and F1c. 

Photons of light and infrared disappear and so they have a maximal residence time of about 13.8 × 109 years in 

the universe-sphere-shell!  

 

-) Much less galaxies: 

Because of this spiral there are no (200 - 300) × 109 galaxies but are probably only (4 - 20) × 109 galaxies 

uniformly distributed on the still expanding universe-sphere-shell. Gravity inhibits expansion continually and it 

turns the released kinetic energy into rotational energy of the galaxy. The universe is like a balloon decreased 
expanding which is covered with (4 – 20) x 1010 galaxies. The decrease of the expansion continues until the 

expansion of the universe over 200 - 300 million years comes to a standstill all sides at the same time. 

 

-) From now until the maximum expansion universe: 

In (200 - 300) × 109 years the universe reached the point of maximum expansion. In all galaxies all the stars and 

to be formed stars fusion of elements will be completely out of the question. In the course of this period all 

remnants of stars and all locally available small black holes will be included in the central black hole present in 

the center of each galaxy. See figure 1 G8. 

Then all forms of previously emitted electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation (also the cosmic radiation 

from the central black hole itself!) are within one of the galaxies and eventually around one of the black holes 

again pooled and made of only protons and electrons in the end. In the first instance these protons and electrons 
only can associate to hydrogen. 

 

Then via fusion those hydrogen atoms turn into ordinary ≥ Be. Only atoms ≥ Be can be transformed into black-

hole atoms and only as black hole atom can be incorporated into black holes. Eventually all extinguished stars 

and small local black holes will be incorporated into the central black hole of the galaxy. 

The expansion of the universe ends when all the hydrogen, helium and lithium in the galaxy have fused into 

beryllium and higher. Only ≥ beryllium atoms can transform into black-hole atoms which will be absorbed into 

the black hole. Hydrogen, helium and lithium are the only atoms which cannot be absorbed within a black hole. 

 

-) The whole galaxy disappears into its own black hole: 

At the end of the expansion of the universe-sphere-shell of each galaxy remains only one super-sized fast 
rotating central black hole with an equatorial speed of a third to half the speed of light. All galaxies will be 

completely devoid of matter (atoms), all forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation and all kinetic 

energy. Then via the transmission of cosmic (particle) radiation that central black hole is fully stabilized. Each 

galaxy disappears for 100% in its own central black hole. 

 

Only gravitational radiation remains but is massless. About (200 -  300) × 109 years from now the universe-

sphere-shell reached its furthest expansion of (2.5 to 3.5) × 1012 light years from C in the form of exclusive 

central black holes all rotating with an equatorial speed of a third to half the speed of light. Finally this angular 

velocity is as big as the expansion rate of the universe after the Little Bang!  

 

-) Contraction of the universe with at the end a new Little Bang black hole formation: 

Because of that enormous rotational speed rotation-gravity is induced and all central black holes return to the 
center C of the universe through this (for you new) phenomenon of gravity. See documents E3 and E3-1. 

During that long trip ‘back home in C’ these central black holes are very slowly and eventually completely 

stripped of their rotational speed and corresponding energy because the speed of rotation is opposite to the 

contraction speed of the universe. The universe shrinks in a small and fairly constant rate of 50 - 100 Mm/s by 

inhibiting. See figures 3, 4, 5 and 5a G8. 

 

Near C all no longer rotating central black holes join into one large Little Bang black hole without any kind of 

rotation around the center C of the universe, the only absolute origin of the universe. See figure 6 G8. Under the 

influence of gravity all black hole atoms along one perfect round Little Bang black hole with C always exactly in 

the center. 

That Little Bang black hole receives a final radius of (0.5 to 1.0) × 108 km; figure 10 G8. During the formation 
of the non-rotating Little Bang black hole the contraction speed and thus the contraction-gravity even reduces 

fully back to zero at the end of the formation process of this black hole. 

At the end of the previous universe cycle, gravity brought together all mass and matter, charge, magnetic spin 

and energy of the universe that, then, absolutely not rotates and becomes more stagnant compared with C, and it 

is a perfectly round Little Bang black hole. All matter in the universe is in the form of black-hole atoms ≥ Be. 
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-) At the end and start of the universe the volume of the universe is fully constrained to the Little Bang 

black hole: 

A fraction of a second before the Little Bang starts and ends the previous universe is all matter present in the 

universe within the Little Bang black hole with a radius of approximately 0.05 to 0.1 billion km. In the Little 

Bang black hole all black-hole atoms possess exactly the same universe-clock-time compared C always. 

 

The physical phenomenon of time, like gravity, has not any mass, charge, magnetic spin or energy. By this 

massless character time spreads with infinite velocity from C through the universe. This also applies to gravity 

which spreads from every black-hole atom. All matter in the Little Bang black hole has exactly the same 
universe (clock) time compared to C and any ‘shell-electron’ generates the same gravity everywhere. 

 

-) Gravity maintains the Little Bang black hole: 

Inside, the Little Bang black hole the black-hole atoms punch mutually with their electrical charge and 

magnetically spin present in their outer electron shells. The gravity of the black hole keeps together the repellent 

black-hole atoms and so they are trapped in the black hole. 

The combination of mutual repulsion between black-hole atoms and gravitational attraction caused within all 

types of black holes enormous mutual electrical and magnetic spring tension (figure 13 G8) with gravity is the 

only force for the necessary counterforce. Gravity ensures that the stability of this black hole is maintained. 

 

But if in a black hole gravity becomes below a certain critical value, the critical gravity, and then such a black 
hole explosively falls apart in single black hole atoms. They also are unstable and they disintegrate further 

explosively into separate protons and electrons. 

 

-) During the formation of the Little Bang black hole the gravity weakens further and further: 

The Little Bang occurs because in the final stages of formation of the Little Bang black hole the contraction 

speed continues to decline to eventually zero compared to C, because the density of the black hole increases. 

The center C of the universe is still exactly in the center of the Little Bang black hole. This center has a physical 

size of only a few centimeters. Until just before the Little Bang is the space around C is completely empty and 

there is no (black hole) matter present; figure 10 G8. 

 

-) The Little Bang occurs when the gravity becomes weaker than the critical black hole gravity: 
Gravity is the result of (rotational) speed of atoms, and hence of their kinetic energy. In the formation of the 

Little Bang black hole the contraction speed continues to decrease. This makes disappear the (shrink) gravity of 

the black hole atoms in the Little Bang black hole even further and will be zero eventually.  

At one point the overall gravity of this super large Little Bang black hole with a radius of 0.05 to 0.1 billion km 

lowered under the critical black hole gravity or Cribhgra. As last gravity that hold together the repellent black-

hole atoms will disappear completely. Gravity kept the black-hole atoms assembled and locked in that black 

hole. 

The critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) is an absolute value for the lower limit of the amount of gravitation 

required for the stability of black holes. The critical black hole gravity broadly matches the gravity of the 

smallest black hole with presumable radius of a few kilometers and with an equatorial rotation speed of 

approximately one third of the speed of light. The critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) can be deduced 

theoretically. 
 

During each cycle always the universe-clock-time runs linearly, set from the moment of the last Little Bang. 

Then the cycle of the universe comes to an end. Then the universe-clock-time approaches its maximum value 

while the volume of the universe approaches its minimum value. 

 

Gravity is massless and therefore, like the massless time, it can move with infinite speed through the universe 

and through the Little Bang black hole. Within this gigantic Little Bang black hole the gravity falls below the 

critical black hole gravity that happens anywhere exact same place at t = 0.000 s by definition. During the 

disappearance of the Little Bang all black-hole atoms disappear and with it all gravity disappears completely out 

of the universe! 

At the Little Bang exactly the same time at zero kelvin all black hole atoms decay during four directly 
consecutive phases (document G6) into an equivalent number of protons and electrons. They arrange 

themselves in alternating mono spherical layers around C of one proton and one electron thick. After the Little 

Bang these spherical layers expand without gravity with one third to half the speed of light. In addition to the 

expansion velocity of the electrons also move in their spherical layers with about 2/3rd of the speed of light. That 

speed is perpendicular to the expansion rate of the universe. 
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The total amount of kinetic energy is exactly equal to the energy present in all previous universes and to those of 

all the still next universes. The layer by layer peeling of the Little Bang black hole takes about 1300 to 1500 

years to complete. See document G6. 

 

-) Billions of years later, hydrogen is formed, and gravity returns: 

Only 5 to10 billion years after the Little Bang and expansion the proton along with the electron makes the 

hydrogen atom. The next step is H2-molecule. With the hydrogen gravity returns into the universe and thus also 

gravitational energy relative to the center C. This gravitational energy is added charge-free to the universe cycle. 

This gravity energy is the ‘dark energy’ of the universe. 
 

With the return of gravity immediately the rate of expansion of the universe will start to slow down and 

associated with it the conversion of the expansion energy into rotational energy of the hydrogen gas. Today this 

conversion is visible in the form of the rotation that occurs in all galaxies around their central black hole. That 

rotation of galaxies is visual evidence that the expansion of the universe is still further delayed. 

 

-) At the end of the cycle all particles form again exactly the same black hole: 

During the Little Bang all the released protons and electrons get exact the same universe-clock-time t = 0 s 

although they do not occupy the same spatial position relative to C. All the particles are located at the Little 

Bang are not at the same distance to C. 

At the end of the universe cycle after (2.5 ± 0.5) × 1012 years, all those particles together possess again exactly 
the same amount of matter, kinetic energy, space and time in respect to C, and together they form the following 

Little Bang black hole, exactly the same around the exact same place C at most a few centimeters can move 

relative to the last and penultimate C. 

All black-hole atoms are then the same matter and space combination vs. C as at the time of the last Little Bang. 

 

-) Little Bang endures a total of approximately 1,500 years: 

The Little Bang is the Little Bang black hole set in mono-layers of protons and electrons. Atoms are absent and 

so are gravity and its energy. The universe starts to expand at a rate of one third to half the speed of light as thin 

films of protons and electrons. Only 1300 to 1500 years after the Little Bang and peeling that Little Bang black 

hole, eventually it causes the exact hollow, empty inner space around the center C of the universe. Only then the 

author considers the Little Bang as completed. See document G6. 
At the start of the hollow space inside the universe-sphere has a radius of about 500-750 light years and the 

universe-sphere-shell starts with that thickness. After the Little Bang expands the universe-sphere-shell with a 

linear velocity of one third to half the velocity of light and this shell becomes thinner over time. 

 

The universe-clock-time runs linearly, and continues for all the protons and electrons always exactly the same, in 

contrast to the locations of these protons and electrons with respect to C. That distance is increasing. The space 

of the sphere-symmetrically expanding universe of mono-layers of protons and electrons remains a perfect 

sphere all the time. 

Approximately 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang which the universe-sphere-shell all sides evenly 

stretched from 500-750 light years to a spherical shell of tens of meters to several kilometers thick. Due to the 

increase of the distance between the protons and electrons a wide interval of an enormous (after) expansion can 

happen. 
 

-) Billions of years later, hydrogen is formed, and gravity returns into the universe: 

With the formation of the hydrogen atom gravity makes its entry and changes take place within the universe-

sphere-shell. From this hydrogen arise much later elements of the periodic table only through nuclear fusion and 

central black holes of galaxies surrounded by all the planets and stars. Ultimately, this results in the universe 

with billions of galaxies now observable that already reached phase 23 of the universe cycle. Also the universe 

cycle predicts exactly the future and the next phases and the end in the universe cycle. 

 

-) No mention of an accelerated expanding universe: 

In the formation of the hydrogen atom, 30 to 35 billion years ago, gravity and its energy came back in the 

universe. The whole period the universe has expanded with one third to half the speed of light. Since the return 
of gravity the expansion rate of the universe slows continues to present around 450 km/s. Because gravity finally 

this expansion will complete stop after 250 ± 50 billion years. Since 30 to 35 billion years, gravity slows the 

expansion thus continued further and further away but still slower. 

 

As galaxies farther away from the earth, we observe these galaxies in their former position and former speed and 

thus to an increasing expansion rate as the system farther away. These galaxies are also in other locations than 
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those observed at present. Therefore very deceptive it seems as if the universe is expanding faster and faster as 

we move away or look back further and further into the past of the universe and thus over time. 

 

The opposite is the case. The expansion of the universe is just consistently farther and more slowly braked due to 

the gravity. The perceived images are completely in accordance with a universe that swelled faster in the past 

than is currently the case. 

The prevailing view in astrophysics, however, is that we are in a universe apparently is expanding faster and 

faster. That picture is unfortunately completely untrue! The universe is expanding just getting slower and the 

expansion comes to a standstill! 
 

-) The universe is a completely closed system, except for time and gravitation: 

 

a) Gravity limits the universe of all ordinary atoms and black-hole ones: 

Gravity is massless, without charge, magnetic spin and energy. It is the only force applied to the atom that is 

operable with a speed of up to infinitely fast on the scale of the universe. Gravity ensures that all forms of 

ordinary matter/atoms and all forms of black-hole matter/atoms within a maximum outer limit of the spherical 

space of the universe and specifically the universe-sphere-shell which now has a thickness of approximately 10 

to 50 million light years and a maximum radius of 2.5 to 3.5 billion light years around C. Gravitational radiation 

keeps disappearing for 100% of the universe. This also applies to the universe-clock-time. 

 
Both inside and outside the universe-sphere-shell is not any form of matter, electromagnetic or particle radiation 

present! The deflection and spiral paths of light causes to seem like everywhere around the earth matter and 

radiation from galaxies are present in all directions uniform. That is a vain and hoax. The deep space is one big 

illusion. 

 

b) Electric and magnetic fields deflect any form of electromagnetic radiation and particles to stay within 

the universe-sphere-shell and they do not disappear into the inside or outside the universe-sphere-shell: 

All forms of electromagnetic radiation are electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles while particle radiation 

possesses charge and magnetic spin. These types of radiation are deflected in the universe by electric and 

magnetic fields of stars, galaxies and black holes and they will be reformed as protons and electrons eventually; 

Figures 76a, 76b and 76c of G8. 
 

All forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation remain 100% within a spherical space with a radius 

of about a few tens of light years compared to the universe-sphere-shell and is almost uniformly filled with many 

local 'thicker' galaxies. 

Within that universe-sphere-shell all types of electromagnetic radiation within galaxies will be reformed into 

protons and electrons, and finally in hydrogen. Photons have a maximum residence time in the universe. Infrared 

photons (protons) are formed about 18 billion years back in ordinary protons. With photons of light (electrons) it 

would take approximately 14 billion years resulting in the build-up of electrons only. In the particle radiation 

that would take approximately 5 - 10 billion years resulting in the buildup of protons and electrons. See 

explanation in Figure 4a document E3-1. 

 

At the end of the expansion of 200 ± 50 billion years of the universe is completely devoid of any cosmic particle 
radiation and all electromagnetic radiation frankinos (neutrinos) and photons and via hydrogen fusion in stars 

again transformed into atoms ≥ Be and all matter reabsorbed into one of the central black holes. Only then the 

expansion of the universe-sphere-shell ends. 

 

-) Fully closed universe; except for time and gravitation: 

The combination of a) gravity and b) electric and c) magnetic fields causes all forms of mass, matter (normal 

atoms and black-hole ones) and all forms of (particles and electromagnetic) radiation stay together within the 

universe-sphere-shell. Any form of mass, matter, charge, magnetic spin and energy cannot escape from that shell 

having a thickness of several tens of light years. 

Except for gravity and time thereby in an overall view the universe results in a completely100% closed system 

for mass, matter and energy! Only massless gravitational radiation leaves this universe final. 
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* 6) TIME AND SPACE ACCORDING UITERWIJK WINKEL: 

 

-) Definitions of space: 

Space is created by the location of: 

a) mass (radiation of higgs, majoranas (frankinos/neutrinos and photons) and 

b) matter (subatomic particles, protons, electrons, atoms, black-hole atoms) with respect to the center C of the       

    universe. 

 

The space of the universe varies from a minimum the Little Bang black hole with a radius of 50 to 100 million 
kilometers) up to 2.5  to 3.5 billion years. All mass (of radiation), and is located all matter throughout the 

universe cycle always in the form of relatively perfect round universe-sphere-shell around C with a thickness of 

at least tens of (kilo)meters up to several hundreds of light years. 

 

-) Space is completely determined by the location of mass and matter compared to C: 

The space is exclusively determined by the place of mass and matter in relation to C. Then the universe-clock-

time is the time required for the mentioned mass (radiation) and matter (atoms and celestial bodies) to achieve 

their place in relation C. 

 

After the Little Bang matter moved (protons / electrons) uniformly on all sides with from C. As a result, from C, 

in the first instance space and matter develop as a perfectly spherical balloon relative to C which expands at a 
constant rate of one third to half the speed of light relative to C. At the end of the first 5 to 10 billion years of 

expansion all places the expanding balloon passed, have almost the same combination of distance and matter. In 

the meantime the universe-clock-time progresses exactly linearly from C. 

 

Both outside and inside of the thin universe-sphere-shell is not present any kind of matter, electromagnetic 

radiation or particle radiation. Everywhere where mass and matter are absent also the concept of space lacks 

literally! 

 

-) Time is just one of twelve parameters of the universe: 

Time has no direct relationship with mass or matter. Time is linked only to the happening of the Little Bang 

itself! At any point in time during the entire universe cycle of (2.5 ± 0.5) × 1012 years ever new spheres of time 
moving continuous and with infinite velocity. 

You could say in C the ‘alarm clock’ of the universe can be thought from which is emitted the universe-clock-

time throughout the universe cycle. 

Time is an imaginary phenomenon that cannot be manipulated. At the next Little Bang ends the life of this 

universe and the universe-clock-time starts again at t = 0 s. Time is settled linearly. That makes time ideally 

suited as a yardstick to track the progress of the universe cycle. 

 

Time means the period or the universe-clock-time needed after the Little Bang for mass (radiation) and matter 

(atoms) to reach that particular location relative to C. Sometimes it can take many of billions of years. 

 

Time, space, matter and energy are an integral part of a total of twelve basic parameters of the universe. 

After the Little Bang until the period up to the next Little Bang the in C standing ‘alarm clock’ of the universe-
clock-time ensures that all points in the universe always have exactly the same universe-clock-time compared to 

C and thus to each other! In the universe basically differences in the universe-clock-time are impossible possible. 

At any moment and at any location the gradient of time is identical to zero. 

 

Such differences arise only if time is measured from places other than C. The ‘portrait’ of time as the author 

reckons in accordance with the universe cycle, differs essentially from Einstein’s era and from modern science. 

The future modeling of the universe cycle (document G7) shows the relationship between time, space, matter 

and energy in relation to all other basic parameters of the universe. Then all situations in relation to the universe-

clock-time and the location relative to C can be determined better and more precisely. 

 

-) Time and space are distinguishable variables: 
Time is like gravity without matter and therefore moves with an infinite speed throughout the universe. In the 

universe, time and space are two separate parameters that are mutually linked only to each other via a 

simultaneous start / stop at the Little Bang and the motions of mass / matter after the Little Bang occur during the 

universe cycle! 
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-) Theoretical considerations exclusively from C, and the time of the Little Bang: 

In theoretical considerations with respect to time and space one is tied hand and foot to the place and time of the 

Little Bang. Einstein did not quite have the freedom to choose his own observation point and starting point of 

time, space and matter. Nevertheless he did it in the derivation of his relativity.  

Time and space will be described more precisely when the 29 phases in the mathematical universe model will 

have been analyzed. 

 

-) All forms of radiation (except gravity) are deflected in the universe: 

All forms of photons are electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles. Because of the electric and magnetic fields 
of stars, galaxies and black holes all types of photons and particle radiation have been subjected to a deflection in 

the universe of approximately 1 degree every 10 to 40 millennia. It ultimately results in deflection spiral paths 

that are situated entirely within the universe-sphere-shell! 

 

-) The space of the universe is much smaller than we perceive: 

According to the author because of the spiral paths orbited by light and particle radiation, the universe is 6 to10 

times smaller than we think, using telescopes such as the Hubble. The spiral path is the farthest light it was 13.7 

billion years as measured but the linear displacement traveled within the universe-sphere-shell factor is 6 to 10 

times smaller! 

In the meantime older light can be reformed into protons, electrons and cosmic particle radiation and cannot be 

discernible any longer as such! This recreation of protons and electrons from photons results in maximum 
perception limits, and in a limited perception horizon for mankind within the universe-sphere-shell! 

 

From the center C of the universe is seen all matter in the universe at present, according to the author, beware of 

‘only’ 2.4 ± 0.5 billion light years from C instead of the thought and measured about 14 billion light years 

according to Hubble’s law. 

 

From C always the universe shows itself completely dark because the photons travel at a maximum speed of 

light and all the photons are slightly deflected by electric and magnetic fields of stars and galaxies which remain 

photons for 100% within the universe-sphere-shell. So photons cannot move in the direction of C. 

Light and matter particles (cosmic rays) can deflect neither in nor outside the universe-sphere-shell. All forms of 

radiation (except gravity) remain completely within the universe-sphere-shell and within a spherical shell with a 
thickness of approximately 10 to 100 light-years thick. The universe is therefore a completely closed system for 

mass, matter, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy. They are confined entirely to the relatively thin universe-

sphere-shell. 

 

-) From deep space distorted and therefore deceptive images reach us: 

We get a very deceptive and presented completely distorted picture of the universe by the deflection of light and 

particle radiation on Earth; see Figures 76 a - 76 c of G8. From Earth it seems as if this planet is at the center of 

the universe. See document G9. 

In reality, the earth dwells in the universe-sphere-shell. At both sides of this universe-sphere-shell one would 

observe two vast dark locations. However, due to the deflection of light and particle radiation not anything at all 

can be detected in these dark areas. These areas are completely filled up with virtual images from the universe-

sphere-shell. 
 

-) Double counting of galaxies: 

The deflection of light and passing multiple paths is also involves a large number of double counting of galaxies. 

In the present the author expects that the universe consists of a universe-sphere-shell containing only about 4 - 

20 billion galaxies instead of the current notion 100 - 150 billion ones! That saves a lot of mass and energy in the 

mass balance and energy one of the universe. Modeling of the universe cycle results in closing mass. Matter and 

energy balances of the universe. 

 

-) Everything should be reduced and converted to C and the time of the Little Bang: 

All galaxies always have exactly the same relative absolute universe-clock-time C and roughly the same 

expansion rate compared to C. Consider from C the combinations of time, matter and space are always exactly 
the same and thus to regard as absolute. 

 

Modeling the universe cycle C is the only allowed absolute origin and observation place. In reality due to the 

maximum speed of photons in the universe one can observe only from C with the same delay on all sides. 

Because of the deflection of light there is really not a single photon in C!  
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-) From the Earth enters increasing delay in perception: 

From Earth, we can only observe objects in the universe with a delay due to the limitation of the speed of light. 

As the object is farther away that delay increases. Nevertheless, partly we can look back in the history of this 

universe. So seen from Earth, both the time and space of the universe can be criticized as relative systematically. 

As the observation place on earth is removed further away from C and the object to be farther away from the 

Earth then always the relativity of time and space are bigger and the deviation in the timing of the universe-

clock-time less correct. 

 

-) In reality the universe-clock-time, the size of the universe and the place of C can be set only in an exact 

way if a reliable universe-model will be conceived: 

After the Little Bang the universe-clock-time and space compared to C can be calculated only with a 

mathematical model of the universe cycle. This can be done only in combination with the other 10 universe 

parameters as outlined in document G3! 

 

 

* 7) DISCUSSION: 

1) The universe and the universe cycle model consists of the basic combination of the following 12 basic 

parameters of the universe: 

a) matter, b) mass, c) radiation, d) elemental forces on matter (charge and magnetic spin, e) kinds of speed 

and kinds of energy, f) (angular) momentum, g) gravity, h) space since the Little Bang or at the place of 
matter relative to C, i) the thickness of the universe-sphere-shell, j) universe-clock-time, k) temperature and 

l) the amount of deflection of (particle) radiation in the universe. See document G3. See also postulates 

around time in Chapter 6.5 of document G7. 

2) The theory of relativity combines time, space, mass, energy and gravity to a single set of basic parameters, 

while gravity is no elemental force. When deriving the theory of relativity Einstein the other parameters of 

the universe cycle have not been taken into consideration. The theory of relativity was derived from a very 

limited set of universe parameters and variables. 

3) Gravity does not belong in the basic combination because gravity is not continuously present in the 

universe. Gravity emerges only, as well as other physical and chemical forces, as a force in case of moving 

atoms within the universe-sphere-shell. For this reason, no elementary gravity force but only an indirect 

force! 
4) Along with kinetic energy and velocity, gravity and its energy govern all movements of matter in the form 

of atoms and act to all the movements of gas clouds, planets, galaxies and black holes. A clear argument to 

include gravity still separate as independent basis variable. 

5) In the universe cycle of Uiterwijk Winkel space and time along with the 10 other basic parameters of the 

universe model together into one combined whole with e.g. mass, matter, the forces of matter and the radial 

velocity, kinetic energy, momentum and the transverse velocity, kinetic energy and angular momentum. 

Within this universe cycle time and space are becoming inextricably and integrally linked to the universe 

cycle and its 12 basic parameters. 

6) The derivation of the universe cycle is always based on a total field of view of all of the parameters of the 

universe and thus on the widest possible angle. Developing the universe cycle proved a number of large 

errors in the assumptions of the theory of relativity has been discovered. Unfortunately, the theory of 

relativity is incompatible with the universe cycle. 
7) On the scale of the universe, there is a universal sphere symmetrical expansion of mass and matter with in 

due course of time and with a steady contraction of the balloon-shaped universe-sphere-shell. The space of 

that universe which is curved by definition, in combination with an in principle always all sides equal linear 

expansion velocity or contraction speed. 

8) Time is a phenomenon without mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy; just like gravity. Both time 

and gravitation move with infinite speed through the universe. Both left this universe ever completely 

immediately. 

9) Time is continuous and ever generated the same speed from one point: the center C of the universe. From C 

time is continuously refreshed and with infinite velocity emitted from all sides C and from no other point in 

the universe. Time is the period that has elapsed since the occurrence of the last Little Bang. Time or the 

universe-clock-time does not ever freeze, does not accelerate or slow down! Everywhere in the universe 
ever exactly the same universe-clock-time goes. 

10) In the first 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang in the Universe only single protons and electrons 

available without atoms and gravity in the universe. In contrast to time and space, gravity is not an 

independent elementary quantity that is continuously present in the universe. Gravity is only a secondary 

greatness as interaction of the atom with its speed in the universe. 
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If the velocity of the atom with respect to C is zero, then the gravity of that atom equals also zero! Every 

atom in the universe sends infinite speed its own gravity which leaves the universe immediately. 

11) Space is the place where matter will be compared to C and later compared the different rotation points R1 

(galaxies), R2 (spiral arms of galaxies), R3 (star) R4 (planets) and R5 (satellites around planets). Within 

galaxies all matter makes all kinds of rotational movement relative to each other, thereby generating 

rotational gravity. See document G7 and G8 (figures). 

12) Einstein did not recognize the essence of gravity. Anno 2015 it also applies to the current science. The 

essence of gravity, as derived in documents E3 and E3-1, means that the theory of relativity cannot be 

maintained any longer unfortunately. 
 

 

* 8) CONCLUSIONS: 

 

1) Time and space are an inseparable and integrated part of the 12 basic parameters (document G3) of the 

universe. This energy-neutral cycle of the universe repeats itself endlessly passing the 29 phases every time. 

In theoretical considerations time and space may never be seen in isolation from the other 10 parameters of 

the universe! 

The twelve parameters are fully assembled in a mathematical model of the 29 distinct phases in the universe 

cycle. This model should be constructed in the period 2015 – 2016. With that mathematical model parameters 

all will be filled quantitatively. 
2) At the Little Bang time, space and matter started on all sides relative to the origin C, in the form of expanding 

spherical layers of time, space and matter with C always exactly in the center. The universe-clock-time is 

valid only if C is the reference point. The universe-clock-time is only generated from this center C of the 

universe, and from none other point in the universe. 

3) Time can be considered as ‘radiation’ without mass, charge, magnetic spin and energy. This also applies to 

gravitation. Due to the lack of these properties these two very different forms of radiation move with infinite 

high speeds and 100% pure rectilinear. 

- The origin of time lies solely in the center C of the universe. 

- The origin of gravity is in every common and black-hole atom that moves relative to C. 

4) Due to the infinite speed of time, all mass and matter in the universe always have exactly the same universe-

clock-time compared to C and to each other. Everywhere in the universe at any time there is exactly the same 
universe-clock-time. That time also applies in and around all types of black holes. 

Differences in the universe-clock-time are basically impossible. 

5) During theoretical considerations, only the center C of the universe is allowed as observation point. Then 

point C may never be moved. 

6) Time may be considered only with respect to the place and time of the last Little Bang. 

7) Space in the Universe manifests itself only at locations relative C where matter is present. In practice it is the 

universe-sphere-shell with C exactly in the center. In that universe-sphere-shell time and space are curved by 

definition. 

8) This curved space and spherical time emerged already long before the existence of the atom and hence 

gravity and its energy. Space and time have no direct relationship with gravity! 

9) Deformation of time and space are fixed in the universe cycle. In 2015 deforming of time and space by 

gravity is one the persistent myths around black holes. The time and the event horizon of black holes are 
equal to that of other normal celestial bodies. 

 

 

* 9) EPILOGUE: 

Science experiences difficulties due to the incorrect defining of some basic concepts. It concerns the definition of 

1) mass and matter, 2) time and space, 3) gravity, 4) the basic and fundamental forces in nature. 

In nature there are no four fundamental forces but only two basic forces: electric charge and magnetic spin which 

already occur at higgs level. Refer to document F1a 2014. 

 

See also the letter of I3 of April 2008 with 14 errors in basic science and addressed to the KNAW. 

 
 

Zwijndrecht, July 23, 2015. 

 

A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel 

 


